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Publication of the Michigan AGD

http://www.michiganAGD.org

AGD LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE HELD IN CHICAGO 11/20 TO 11/22/2008

The 2008 AGD Leadership conference was a huge success. The conference allowed for
board members of the Michigan AGD to network with constituent officers, council members and AGD staff to share ideas and learn about the resources that are available to the
leaders of the AGD.
The MAGD is hoping to build an organization that sets us apart in the hearts and minds of
our members and the professional community by delivering results that matter.
See page 10 for photos

Mark your calendar!
AGD Annual Session
Baltimore
July 8-12, 2009
Questions? Contact Meetings Services at meetings@agd.org or 888.243.3368, ext. 4339
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EDITORIAL

Members, get involved!
Call or e-mail Dr. Kashani, our President,
at kashanin@udmercy.edu or me at drkosin@aol.com
if you desire to be active at any level in your Michigan
AGD. We need volunteers for many committees.

31000 Telegraph Rd., Suite 170
Bingham Farms, MI 48025
Phone (248) 646-8651
Fax (248) 646-8659
drkosin@aol.com
OFFICERS

President
Dr. Nahid A. Kashani

Immediate Past President
Dr. Cindy Bauer

President Elect
Dr. J. Michael Owen
(National Membership Council)

Vice President
Dr. Anthony R. Bielkie

Secretary
Dr. Christine M. Saad

Treasurer
Dr. Richard Nykiel
(National Meeting Council)

Region 9 Trustee
Dr. Louis Boryc

We in the MAGD are all in this together. Isn’t it nice
knowing that you have friends who are interested in
your well being as a general practitioner, sharing relevant information with you without selfishly trying to
get something from you. As General Dentists you
must stand up to make your voice heard. Promote
your AGD credentials because you are special contributors to your community.
The MAGD board is looking for members to be involved at all levels of commitment. We have many
committees that need support, from education to
mentoring students and public information. You may
want to become a board member. Give us a call and
come to a meeting to see what we are all about, you’ll
get a nice dinner too. At some point we will become
more interactive with our membership. The new
MAGD website, www.michiganagd.org is intended to
be a forum for you to gather all information about
your organization. This publication is an integral part
of that forum. The MAGD board meets 4 times a
year plus the annual session. Board members are encouraged to go to the national conventions and be
involved as delegates, alternate delegates or committee persons. We are currently investigating the process of online attendance at board meeting, such as
www.gotomeetings.com . This method may allow
members from around the state to be involved in
meetings from their homes or offices. You miss out
on a nice dinner though.

BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. David A. Susko (PACE)
Dr. Carl T. Woolley (Legislative)
Dr. Dennis G. Charnesky (Annual Seminars Director)
Dr. Samer G. Shamoon (Dental Education Committee)
Regional Director, Region 9
Dr. Fares M. Elias (National AGD Vice President)
Dr. Francine L. Greenfield

One of the most difficult tasks of editors is getting
responses from our readers. The publication will
only get better if you make comments and suggestions. You won’t hurt my feelings, tell me what you
would like to see in the Amalgam Carrier.
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Focus on a member...

Swimming and Dr. Carl T. Woolley
Swimming became a part of my life through a series of fortunate and unfortunate circumstances .

time. Each year Brockton had an end of
summer swimming meet where I did well.
At 15, I swam on the Junior YMCA 15 and
under team and again did very well in most
My father was a High School History
every event I swam. At the same time a
teacher in Neptune, NJ in the late ‘30s and
number of swimmers from Brockton were
early ‘40s. Because of flat feet he was not
swimming AAU (equivalent to US Swim
eligible for the draft for World War II. In
today) in the New England area with one
the summers he taught swimming in a
to three meets a weekend. A high school
large salt water pool on the Ocean Grove,
buddy and I pretty much went everywhere.
NJ shore. He taught me to swim in the
As it was, my mother moved back to her
Brockton High School had desolved its
early ‘40s. Also in the mid ‘40s he ran a
Bathing Pavilion on the Asbury Park shore home town of Brockton, MA in mid 1945 swimming team during the early part of
World War II and none was in existence
and most of my swimming was in the At- and became a single working mom. She
enrolled me in the YMCA summer camp
until we approached the High School Prinlantic Ocean. He had been a great High
and at the Brockton YMCA kids program cipal in the fall of our Senior Year (1953School football player (All State for 4
54) and asked if the school would consider
years - played Varsity and was All State as during the winters to keep me busy while
she was working. All sorts of sports and
starting a swimming team. They found a
an 8th grader but could only play for 4
coach and we did well, losing the state
years through the 11th grade). He had also pool, and ping pong were a major part of
meet when one of our relay team members
been a great High School Coach winning a my life. At 13, I swam for the YMCA
Camp and did ok. At 14, I swam with the
jumped the start and disqualified the relay
couple of league Championships until he
kicked two stars off the team for drinking Brockton YMCA senior team (18 and un- - disheartening when you consider the
alcohol on the school bus returning from a der) as the second backstroker and ending team was leading by half a pool length at
up as the 4th place backstroker at the Mas- the time.
game. He had a heart attack in February
sachusetts YMCA Senior Meet. The older
1945 and died at 39.
guys on the YMCA senior team took me
under their wing and I was having a great

History

I go through all that because, if he hadn’t
died I would have grown up in Neptune,
NJ and would have been a football player
and baseball player, gone to a small college and ended up as a teacher or a school
administrator. I’m not saying that would
have been bad, only that my life would
have been different.

Continued on next page
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I had been a low-average student except in
my senior year of High School when I had
a B+ average in a teachers college prep
program. I wasn’t ready for college. My
father had gone to prep school in the fall of
his high school senior year because he
couldn’t play football in the senior year of
high school (had already played 4 years).
My thoughts were “Why not attend some
prep school to better prepare me for college?” I applied to and was accepted by
Williston Academy in East Hampton, MA
in western Massachusetts with a loan and a
scholarship. Academically I continued as a
low-average student but did very well in
swimming. It was the first time I had been
under a regular coach with regular practices and I ended up as first All American
in five individual events and two relays.
We had a great team. As a high school
team we even took
fourth place in the
400 yard freestyle
relay at the National
AAU Swimming
Championships in a
final of College
teams. One Saturday
in February, Williston
5 wins
had a duel meet with
the Harvard freshman
and our relay ended
up setting a national
prep school record for
the 200 yard freestyle
relay. Later that day
there was a qualifying meet at Yale and
Paris Island (CA) for the 1955 Pan American Games in Mexico City. My coach and
three swimmers drove down to New Haven, CT where I was to swim the 100 meter backstroke, my major event as a high
school swimmer. I ended up second at the
Yale trials. A Navy man at Paris Island
snuck in between the two of us placing me
third. Only two were selected.

swimmers from Yale had entered and took
first and second. I took third and all three
of us at Yale were ahead on the times from
the west coast. The two swimmers from
Yale decided they couldn’t miss the time
from their studies at the University and
removed their names from consideration. I
ended up first on the list and went to the
1955 Pan American Games in Mexico
City. At the Games I ended up third behind
the 1952 Olympic champion and a swimmer from Canada. One heck of an experience which included loosing 15 pounds in
2 weeks because the food was so bad.
More than one swimmer ended up with
dysentery. I can remember one swimmer
saying “I didn’t know whether to stand
facing the toilet or sit on it. It’s coming out
both ends.” He was on the toilet for 5
hours at a stretch.

CONGRATULATIONS!
on your
2008 swimming victories.

In the years I swam for Michigan the team
won 2 NCAA Championships in the three
years, setting numerous records including
scoring the most dominating win in 1959
(winning by a total score which was
greater than the addition of the scores of
the second, third and fourth places together.) Time Magazine was impressed. I
was mainly a sprinter (first and third years
but swam long distance the second year
because that is what we needed.) The best
personal NCAA finish was a third and a
record setting first in relays but made finals in each of the three years. During
those years I was also on a winning National AAU relay team in the summer of
1959. In the summer of 1958 I married my
wife (Judy).

After College

I graduated from Michigan in the Spring of 1960
with a degree in education (majors- General
Science and Political
Age group 70-74
Science and minors in
(100 yd, 200 yd, 500 yd, 1000 yd, and
Chemistry, Physical Science, and Geology.)
1650 yd all freestyle)
Swimming was done but
2 Championship Records
I swam a little the next
Fall beating the National
NCAA Champion in a
100 yard freestyle race. I
started teaching that Fall in the Wayne
Staying at Prep school for another year
would have been futile and I applied to and Community Schools as a 9th grade Genwas accepted by Michigan with a scholar- eral Science teacher. A very humbling
ship for the fall of 1955. In those years the experience. I wouldn’t have considered
myself a very good teacher at that point.
college competitive swim program was
three years plus a separate freshman team. That Spring I offered myself and was accepted as an assistant swimming coach at
The Michigan freshman team was outstanding and could have won the NCAA’s the Wayne High School. Unbenounced to
as a separate team (which Michigan did the me the head coach approached the principal of the high school to see if they could
next year.) I was academically ineligible
the next year (1956-1957) and didn’t swim bring me to the high school the next Fall
and I was interviewed by the principal for
for Michigan until the 1957-58 season. I
As a side entry my coach had entered me
talk about the academic problems I had in the head coach position as well as a Chemin the 100 meter freestyle. On the west
istry teacher at Wayne Community High
coast there were four great Armed Service my education because I want everyone to
School. If that had happened I probably
swimmers. One Olympic Champion (1952) realize that to accomplish something takes would have ended up as a college swim
as much persistence as talent. To have both
and 3 national champions. They should
coach as many of my teammates did.
have had a lock on the three positions but is great but if I had to choose a worker on
the
basis
of
only
one
attribute,
I
would
be
they ended up swimming against each
more interested in persistence.
other and posted poor times. At Yale two
Continued on next page
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in Michigan. If I swim, I am more than
likely to end up listed in the top ten in the
country in one or more events in my age
Nine years after I started practice I took a group that year. That won’t last forever.
My interest in competing isn’t as strong as
beginning Course at the Pankey Institute
which included a Dr. Ken Cooper physical. it used to be. Thirty-four years is a long
To get ready for that I began to run. After time and the most I have ever been away
the course, I decided that swimming was a from swimming in that period is 3 weeks
lot easier and more fun than running. I got when I moved my office in 1980.
into regular practices and watched some
Masters meets. They weren’t going as fast
in the meets as I was in repeat workouts so What do I get out of swimI began to swim some meets - mainly
ming?
sprints although I do mostly distance freestyle today. My first National Masters
meet was in Knoxville, TN in 1975 and I
(1) The people I have worked out with are
took a first in the 200 meter freestyle in my an outstanding mixed group. Males and
age group. The next year the National
females, doctors, lawyers, Indian Chiefs,
Masters meet was on St. Louis and I took nurses, school teachers, college professors,
three individual firsts (400 meter freestyle, presidents and high executives in various
800 meter freestyle, and the 1500 meter
companies, retirees, triathletes, and people
freestyle) and a relay first (mixed 200 me- who just like to swim, all have been there
ter freestyle.) More National meets were to at various times in my swim life. Private,
come and more firsts as well as seconds,
public, indoors, outdoors, pools, oceans,
thirds and on occasion I did not even make ponds, fresh water and salt water have
the top 10. A couple of firsts in the Nabeen places I have swam. The travel is
tional one hour Swim. and, one accomgood but going into a town and hooking up
The dental school class (1965) was a good plishment I was surprised at and am very
with a new Masters group is great. Disclass who were academically good but
proud of, a World Masters Champion first cussing where to go, where to eat, and
rebellious. We had a lot of college athletes in the 400 meter Individual Medley in
what to see is better than any tour book
including 3 former swimmers for Michi1992.
and it is simpler and more reliable.
gan. The class threatened a walkout in our
(2) The physical exercise is a health benesophomore year when the dental school
Swimming Today
fit - getting the heart rate up and contributkicked a classmate out for “cheating”
ing to flexibility.
when the class felt that the school had not
There
is
a
point
where
you
don’t
pick
up
considered the circumstances - his first
(3) The health benefit of raising the body
child had been born the week before with medals and ribbons any more (about 15
temperature during a workout I feel knocks
spina bifida. His life was upside down. The years ago) but just look at and keep track
out many low grade infections such as
school relented placing the student on pro- of the times you do for the various events colds, and
and distances as the years go by. The times
bation. He graduated as President of the
(4) Getting out of my wife’s space to alspent in working out is about the same
class. Many of my classmates went on to
low her to have her time to do her
each year (about a hour) but the distances
specialize.
thing.
you cover become shorter and slower. If I
During that school year at Wayne Community Schools, I applied to the Michigan
Graduate School in Education
(conditionally accepted) and the Michigan
Dental School (accepted on the basis I pass
Organic Chemistry that summer.) That
summer (1961), I took Organic Chemistry.
It was a traumatic summer because (1) I
had quit my teaching job, (2) my wife was
pregnant and gave birth to Tom, (3) it was
the last time they offered the Organic
Chemistry as a single course - they divided
it into two courses the next fall, and (4) the
professor said that grades were going to be
based on a 70, 80, 90 basis. At the midterm
I was in the middle of the class with a 50
average. Only one person was above 70
and that was chemistry major. More than
half the class were students who had been
accepted into medical or dental schools on
the basis of passing this class. Immediately
after the midterm the class was half the
size. Ultimately the professor relented and
graded the class on a curve. I was in
Michigan Dental School.

Back to Swimming

didn’t enjoy it, I wouldn’t do it. Lots of old
swimmers come in for a few years and
After Dental School
accomplish their goals and then disappear
or don’t accomplish their goals and disapI set up practice in Ann Arbor because that pear. The concept of Masters swimming is
is where my wife wanted to stay. Over the “Swim for life.” not “Swim to compete”
next couple of years I tried but was never
but sometimes those statements get conable to develop an interest in chasing that fused. Better is “Swim because you want
little white ball around those big green
to.” or run, or bike, or row, etc., etc.. It’s
fields with spots of desert.
not what you do - just do it.
Today, I usually workout 4 to 5 days a
week and years may go by without swimming meets. Most of my current meets are

What don’t I like or don’t
get out of swimming?
(1)Leaving home (at 5 or 6 or 7 am) to
getting back home - 2 hours a day, and
(2) Developing friends away from the family is a mixed blessing.
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The Michigan Academy Of General Dentistry
Presented

Karl R. Koerner, BS, DDS, MS

Oral Surgery for the General Dentist:
Faster, Easier, and More Predictable
Mini-Residency and In-Depth Hands-on Workshop
Friday-Saturday, September 19-20, 2008
Ann Arbor, Michigan
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Most dentists perform exodontia. Unfortunately, 10-20% of all extractions will become “surgical”. This course focused on
techniques to manage the more difficult extractions, making them easier and more predicable. Dr. Koerner presented methods to simplify extractions – many not taught in dental school. One part of his presentation showed surgical problems some dentists have had
and how they should have been prevented or treated. This material definitely helps keep more surgery in-house.
His presentation also covered other similar surgeries such as bone grafts and moderate third molar impactions (since many of the same
instruments and principles are used).

Karl R. Koerner BS, DDS, MS

Continued on next page
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Editor's note:
I've been doing extensive oral surgeries for
many years and found Dr. Koerner's course
outstanding . I incorporated many of his recommended surgical instruments and techniques into my practice. I became more efficient and proficient.

The CE committee will bring Dr. Koerner
back to our area sometime in 2009. I recommend you sign up early for this practical
hands on program since the last program
sold out quickly!

Drs. Fares Elias and Richard Nykiel

Continued on next page
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Drs. Sam Shamoon and Tony Bielkie
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Welcome
New MAGD Members from July-October

Kimberly Branham
Ralph Gilhooley
Brian Myers
Sumant Ram
Jason Corrandini
John Kamar
Kelly Ladd
Mark Murphy
Esther Jimenez
Megan Lineberger
John Skellenger
Robert Tremblay
Gwynne Marie Attarian
Stephanie Benton-Langejans
Samer Dirani
Gina Ferrari
Fred Fischer
Nathan Pound
Louis Rote
Michael Sansone
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AGD LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE HELD IN CHICAGO 11/20 TO 11/22/2008

Michigan and Wisconsin
Michigan Delegates

Dr. Fares Elias and family

Michigan and Wisconsin
breaking bread

Dr. Lou Boryc and friends
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Region IX Trustee Report
It pleases me to report we are living in interesting times.
Samer “Sam” Shamoon of Michigan was elected to the
Regional 9 Director’s position and has taken this difficult
job on with vigor and expertise. He is working well on
the national level and addressing local issues with great
care. I was flattered to receive the support of the both
Michigan and Wisconsin delegations at our national meeting in Orlando to be elected as Region 9 Trustee. Both
Sam and I have been working on a number of concerns
directly affecting us, the general dentist, and our patients.
One of the most visible and immediate issues is the
CDHC, the Community Dental Health Coordinator. The AGD and some of the
ADA leadership are at odds on this issue. The AGD’s position is quite clear on who
will and how to treat and protect our patients. On Sunday September 14, 2008 there
was a meeting scheduled with the leadership of both the AGD and the ADA. Reasonable leaders can have differing plans to address the same issues. I think we all
hope both organizations can work for the benefits of our members and the public. I
am committed to representing you in the most vigorous and ethical way. Please educate yourself on this and other issues developing in these interesting times. The
Academy and the public needs professionally and politically educated membership
to best serve the public.
Respectfully,
Lou Boryc, DDS, FAGD
Trustee Region 9

Online Volume 1, No. 3 Winter 2008
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Treatment of Snoring and Obstructive Sleep Apnea
by Raymond Skowronski, DDS

Many dentists have recently been dubbed “The keepers of
the airway”. With the advent of new tested appliances we
can now effectively treat snoring and obstructive sleep apnea in a high percentage of cases. It is necessary for the
dentist to understand what the goal is in treating snoring
and/or obstructive sleep apnea patients.
Eliciting the information from the patient or spouse regarding snoring or the cessation of breath sounds in sleep is often the segue for further questions regarding this
topic. The patient will often times fall asleep in the dental chair, complain of fatigue,
frequent night enuresis and irritability, and suffer from high blood pressure and obesity.
In assessing the patient, we often see a neck size of 17 inches or larger coupled with a
narrow palatal vault and Class II occlusion. The tongue is often scalloped at the lateral borders, the soft palate and uvula swollen and red, possibly lying on the posterior
aspect of the tongue. This will often lead the patient to constant clearing of their
throat or coughing.
The clinician should first have the patient complete an Epworth sleepiness scale and
consider a cursive pulsoximeter. If the results reveal many desaturations of oxygen, a
referral to the internist or sleep physician should be made requesting a sleep study or
polysomnogram. Appliances are effective but you must know what you are treating.
Learn to interpret the PSG report so you can understand which patients you can treat
effectively and legally.
At this point, I use acoustic reflection of the airway to determine if the patient is a
candidate for oral appliance therapy. If forward and/or vertical repositioning keeps
the airway patent; OAT is favorable.
Continued on next page
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A complete set of pre-treatments records, including photos, models, tomograms,
panorex and a cephlometric x-ray are taken. A CT scan or MRI may be considered
depending on the results of the tomograms, etc.
The FDA has many approved appliances to treat obstructive sleep apnea and many
more for snoring. Some are fixed appliances and some allow you to advance and
open the bite easily. Select a few to begin with and become familiar with those first.
You may consider the EMA®, TAP®, Klearway™ or Silencer®.
The appliance should be delivered and titrated using the patient’s spouse for decreased snoring sounds and continuous breath sounds. I then use a pulsoximeter to
see if they have any apneic events to check my positioning of the appliance. If the
results are favorable we refer the patient back to their physician for a referral to the
sleep lab for a follow up sleep study with the oral appliance in place. If the pulsoximeter readings are poor, the position of the jaw is modified anterior or posterior or
opened vertically until optimal patency is achieved. This study is compared to the
original study and confirms our appliance is effective in treating snoring and sleep
apnea.
The field of sleep is exploding with new information every day and longitudinal studies being completed and illustrating how important sleep is to our well being. Sleep
hygiene has been overlooked and short changed by our society; ask your local coffee
shop, they are filled with patrons every morning needing help to stay awake for the
morning drive.
The feeling you get from treating these patients is very self gratifying and extends
your knowledge into a new area of treatment we never dreamed of in dental school
Raymond Skowronski Jr., DDS, FADI, PC, is certified by the Northeast Regional Board of Dentistry. Dr. Skowronski attended the University of Detroit
Mercy, earning his bachelor’s degree (Summa Cum Laude) in biology and later continued his education and received his doctorate from the University
Of Detroit Mercy, School Of Dentistry four years later.
Upon graduation Dr. Skowronski received the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, the Pierre Fauchard Award, the Scholastic Achievement Award
and was inducted into the Jesuit Dental honors fraternity, Omicron Kappa Upsilon. He served on the faculty of the University of Detroit Mercy from
1982 to 1988 and Oakland Community College from 1982-1984.
Dr. Skowronski is a Fellow of the Academy of Dentistry International, Diplomat of the American Academy of Pain Management, Member of Academy of
Dental Sleep Medicine, and American Academy of Sleep Medicine, Academy of General Dentistry and American Academy of Craniofacial Pain. He has
completed over 1300 hours of continuing education since graduating with emphasis in the subject of head, face and neck pain, as well as orthodontics,
and dental sleep medicine.
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AGD-MI Managing Your Practice through Economic Turbulence
By Gary Henschen
Over the last three decades I’ve come to realize the world seems to operate in cycles. There are political cycles,
economic cycles, weather cycles, vegetation cycles, insect cycles, and yes, even practice cycles. Experience permits us to recognize when a cycle begins, when we are midway through, and when we might be coming out of a
it. At this point, we are definitely in a down cycle, with the expected end of the cycle nowhere in sight. Times
seem to be different! Weathering the times is critical to getting through it.
In the state of Michigan, you’re in a part of a cycle that is creating some negative influences on many general or
specialty practices. Surviving, and for some, thriving during Michigan’s and our Nation’s woes, requires close
attention to your practice and patients. You have the power to affect positive change within your practice. Following are seven areas and many effective tips on how to manage through these tough economic times.
1. Continue to have treatment planning and case presentations. Be aware that people are continuing to buy
dentistry. It’s important that everybody is provided the opportunity to learn about their conditions and accept
treatment. Doctor and staff should not allow themselves to prejudge patients and thus make a preconceived
decision for them.
* Go visual. Practices are having high acceptance where they are using their intra-oral camera, diagnostic
models, photos, diagnostic aids, and any other visual tools. If you have an intra-oral camera, turn it on and use it
with as many patients as possible. If you do not have one, go out and buy one immediately! It makes a tremendous difference in acceptance!
* Get the staff involved in presenting treatment. Some of your staff members may have more rapport
with the patients than you do. Also, there has been a positive and encouraging shift in treatment acceptance from
auxiliaries. Sometimes the patient perceives the Doctor’s reason for presenting dentistry is only to get more
money. The perception of buying it from the staff member implies the staff member is genuinely concerned about
their dental needs and truly believes in the Doctor’s quality of care.
* Bread and Butter treatment acceptance is in. Bread and butter dentistry is defined as practical, commonsensical diagnoses that patients feel they can buy. A lot of patients are accepting treatment plans that could be
done in a matter of months, but they are stretching them over several years. There seems to be a marked decrease
in cosmetic treatment plan acceptance at this time. However, implant dentistry acceptance seems to have leveled
out or is on the increase in some practices. Patients see this type of dentistry as a long term investment in their
dental health.
* Always recite the patient’s emotional benefits of accepting treatment. Present personalized benefits;
all patients must understand the benefits to them of your recommended care. Don’t let yourself say “you need
this, or you need that”. Showing the personal benefits changes “you need” to “I want”.

Continued on next page
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2. Don’t neglect financial arrangements, your accounts receivable or delinquent accounts. Successful cash
flow is the security in these times that a practice cannot afford to overlook
* Make sure all payment plans you offer patients have some flexibility to them. There should be an incentive to prepay treatment plans such as a prepayment discount. There should also be out-of-office, no-interest
plans for the practice to offer by which patients can stretch their payments.
* If you have a golden account patient in your practice, and they need extra time to pay for their treatment, give them a couple more months. Golden accounts have already proven a solid payment history with you
over the years. Don’t be afraid to offer them a signed contract if payments exceed 3 months.
* Stay on top of delinquent accounts. Make the appropriate telephone calls, understand their economic
times, but do not allow the accounts to go hard-core delinquent. Make sure you have outer office long term financing plans to offer these patients.
3. Maintain efficient scheduling and a solid appointment book. Being productive by staying busy keeps the
woes away. Doctor and staff need to stay positive.
* Deliver treatment in as few appointments as possible. Patients are worried about the cost of traveling
to your office as well as time away from work.
* Always see patients on time. Show respect for their time, just not yours.
* There’s only two important days in the life of a dentist… today and tomorrow. Keep the next two
days always solid. Move people around if you have to. Staying busy and keeping momentum is not only efficient, it
maintains good morale for the office.
* Many practices change their hours of availability.
If the front desk is getting a lot of comments about your hours, you might want to move to earlier hours or later
hours.
* Have a firm cancellation and no show policy in the practice. These are costly, and are usually tied to a
delinquent account or having no financial arrangements. Make arrangements! Always keep a short notice patient
list available so if there is a last minute cancellation, you have patients to call to offer that slot.
4. Don’t neglect marketing and new patient flow. Invest whatever time, materials, or money is necessary to continue or begin marketing programs that will be productive for you.
* Continue to invest in marketing, practice building, and advertising ventures, but before you spend
that money, know where patients are coming from. If your patients are coming from your internet site, improve
your webpage. If they are coming from internal marketing, improve your techniques to the point where your patients are treated as loyalists. If you send out mailers, and they are responding to them, send out more. Always track
your new patient flow to determine your sources. If you have not done this in the past, start
Continued on next page
now.
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* Be open-minded to joining a few more PPO’s. This may be an acceptable short term aid for your lagging appointment book. Always check the PPO’s fee list and do not be afraid to negotiate your fees with the company.
* Make sure your exam has a high value in the patient’s eyes. The adult new patient should experience
an examination that is very thorough; it gives credibility to your diagnosis and recommended treatment plan.
Thoroughness encourages referrals.
5. Boost your hygiene department with recall patient management. Returning patients not only add to the
productivity and profitability of your practice, it puts happy referring patients on the street.
* Make sure there is a hygiene administrator who will proactively follow up on overdue patients.
There should be six contacts over three years. In many practices, patients are delaying returning regularly for their
hygiene visit.
Be aware there may be cutbacks in hygiene hours, days, etc, during the last quarter of 2008 and all of 2009 unless
the recall patients are retained.
* Many practices have gone to accelerated days with one hygienist using two chairs and one assistant
during certain times of the day or week. Be open-minded to this as a way to manage a high volume of recalls especially at peak times of the day.
* Always use the intra-oral camera as a part of the recall exam. This evokes thoroughness.
* Plot your hygiene patient flow on a monthly and yearly chart. There are high hygiene patient flow
months, and low ones. During the low hygiene patient flow months, make sure the hygiene department takes vacation time.
* Be very sensitive to hygiene fees. These fees are known as gossip fees, and high comparison fees. Hygiene fees that are too high diminish patient demand!
6. Personnel management—Build and enhance “the team”. Your staff is concerned about their jobs, and you
want to ensure you can keep the quality staff you have by keeping production up.
* You might have to freeze salaries and/or benefits, instead of decreasing compensation. Conversely,
always keep bonus plans in place as your staff can be compensated according to increases in production
* Instead of bonuses, consider distributing gas cards.
* Keep communication lines open. During stressful times, communication breaks down, and tension
builds. Have monthly staff meetings, daily huddles, and performance reviews at least once a year, and possibly
twice a year.
Continued on next page
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* The Doctor and/or office manager must stay positive through this entire time period. It’s the sign of
a good leader. Be a model and an example for the rest.
7. Look critically at your practice location. Some of you are located in areas that have too many dentists. At
this point in time, be open-minded to picking up a couple of extra days in a practice located in a more remote, less
populated area. There are some under-served areas in Michigan. These are areas where there are too many patients or too few dentists. These are the current “gold mines”. They have not been as negatively affected as those
practices that are located in the higher density areas.

SUMMARY: No one really knows how far we are from the end of turbulent times and the return of prosperity.
The above information can be a survival kit while you’re in turbulent times. If your practice needs an objective,
honest eye, please free to contact me by email at Gary@HenschenConsulting.com, or contact me by phone at 1800-447-3265.

Gary is co-founder and partner in Henschen Consulting, providing practice management consulting services for
dental and medical practices. For more than 33 years, Gary has provided in-house management advice to Doctors
and their treatment teams across the United States. Gary also assists Doctors in Practice Transition Services for
retirement, associates, and practice sales.
Gary also provides his knowledge and experience through a variety of one-day seminars, dental schools, dental
societies, and professional journals.
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Life Insurance and Estate Taxes
An alternative to selling assets to pay for estate taxes is life insurance.
Laurie Sall
laurie@lauriesall.com
www.lauriesall.com
5435 Corporate Drive, Suite 205, Troy, MI 48098-2624
Phone (248) 641-2655

Many people think the best way to avoid estate taxes is to leave everything to their spouse. While
it’s true that leaving an estate to a surviving spouse can postpone estate taxes, it can sometimes
mean a large tax bill later on.

The unlimited marital deduction enables one spouse to leave an unlimited amount of property to a
surviving spouse without federal estate or gift taxation, provided that the surviving spouse is a U.S.
citizen. However, doing so may only defer gift or estate taxes until the death of the surviving spouse.
The amount subject to federal estate tax is in flux until 2011 under current law, but estates of less
than $1 million will be exempt from federal estate tax under both current and future provisions. For
those with larger estates, it may pay to create an estate plan, with the assistance of your attorney
and tax advisor. Estate planning can help minimize the amount that goes to the IRS and maximize
what goes to heirs.

One aspect of such a plan will address how to pay any estate taxes due when the surviving spouse
dies. This may be complicated for many couples with a high net worth who have illiquid assets such
as real estate or a business. Because estate taxes must generally be paid in cash within nine
months after the death of the second spouse, this may force heirs to liquidate at a loss or sell an
asset with the potential to appreciate significantly.

An alternative to selling assets to pay for estate taxes is life insurance. Survivorship life insurance
covers two lives (typically a husband and wife, although it also can be used by business partners)
and pays a death benefit at the second of the two deaths.
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Survivorship life generally is available for a lower annual premium than two traditional life insurance
policies covering two lives. The death benefits paid by survivorship life insurance are income taxfree to the beneficiaries. The benefits are generally estate tax-free, subject to certain provisions, if
the policy is owned by an irrevocable trust or by a person other than the deceased, such as the insureds’ adult children.

For more information about how survivorship life insurance can be a smart estate planning tool, contact your financial professional.

Under the 2001 tax law, the amount subject to Federal estate taxes and the percentage taxed, will
decline in each year until 2010, when the estate tax will be abolished altogether. However, in 2011,
estate taxes are currently scheduled to go back to 2001 levels. In addition, many states impose estate taxes on relatively modest estates.

AXA Advisors, LLC does not provide legal or tax advice. Please consult your tax or legal advisor regarding your individual situation.
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We need to hear from you.

Do you like the new ONLINE format of the Amalgam Carrier? __yes _no
2. Did you have any problems downloading and printing this issue of the Amalgam Carrier? __yes _no
3. Do you wish to be mailed a hard copy version of the Amalgam Carrier?__yes _no
4. Any comments?

Name:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail address:
Please complete this form and send to: Dr. Timothy Kosinski, Editor Michigan AGD
31000 Telegraph Rd., Ste. 170 Bingham Farms, Ml 48025
fax 248 646-8659 e-mail drkosin@aol.com

THE MICHIGAN AGD IS LOOKING FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO WOULD LIKE
TO BECOME INVOLVED AS A BOARD MEMBER OR COMMITTEE VOLUNTEER. COMMITTEES THAT COULD USE SOME HELP INCLUDE: MEMBERSHIP (TO ATTRACT NEW MEMBERS FROM PRACTICING DENTISTS AND
STUDENTS) AND CONTINUING EDUCATION (HELPING ORGANIZE
COURSES THROUGHOUT THE STATE).

